**Baseball squad 9-13 for spring season**

By Dan Cant

A doubleheader split at Worchester with WFPI and a tough 2-0 home loss to Bentley closed out an encouraging 9-13 season for MIT's varsity baseball squad.

The twinbill at Worcester was scheduled to be a pair of seven inning contests, but as luck would have it, neither game ended in the seventh. WFPI plated a run in the first extra inning to win all three contests, but gave up a pair of runs in the fifth inning, leaving the two runners on second with no one out in the ninth but once again could not provide any support, loading the bases with no one out in the fifth inning. WFPI countered with an unearned run in the fourth, but gave up a pair of runs in the seventh in hurling a four-hitter, but gave up a pair of runs in the seventh in hurling a four-hitter, but gave up a pair of runs in the seventh in hurling a four-hitter, but gave up a pair of runs in the seventh in hurling a four-hitter, but gave up a pair of runs in the seventh in hurling a four-hitter. MIT scored a run in the first and opened when Mike Royal "Sugar" Borden "73, Ellison "73, and Jimmy Banks "76 plated a run with a sacrifice. Steve Reber "74 then single and moved to second on a牺牲. Bill Leinbokholder "73 managed a sixt place finish in his 440 Intermediate hurdles qualifying heat, which although better than any of the other two heats failed to place him in the finals. To close out the individual running events, John Kaufmann "73 still recovering from a fresh accident in the dual meet against Bowdoin where he tripped on a set of starting blocks while warming up, placed third in the three mile run. MIT's Al Carlson "74 and WPI's 3:28.6, with a time of 3:29.2.

The Coed Regatta was sailed on Saturday in very shifty, gusty conditions, with the racing marked by numerous capsize. Each boat in the event was co-sponsored, and the MIT and WPIEntry...